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Volume A~B: 112 Questions 

 

 

Volume A 

 

1. A modeler is working on improving the performance of a rule with the conditions written as follows:  

 

The rule is attached to the Model. The Model contains hundreds of selections and on average each valid 

configuration contains 50 selected items. There is only one selection with the description "MXC-7500". 

What action can be taken to improve the rule performance?  

 

A. Discard the second fragment.  

 

B. Reverse the order of the two fragments.  

 

C. Attach the rule to the "MXC-7500" selection rather than the Model.  

 

D. Use the Item Description property, rather than the _description property with the propval function.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

2. A modeler tasked with creating hundreds of rules needs to organize the rules. The rules with similar 

behaviors and actions should be organized together so that they appear together in the drop-down during 

the rule attachment process. What technique can the modeler use to accomplish this?  

 

A. Use the same firing phase on the rules in the same group.  

 

B. Use the same classification on the rules in the same group.  

 

C. Use the same prefix on the name of the rules in the same group.  

 

D. Use the same priority number for all the rules in the same group.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

3. In a Model that is used to configure and order "Tractors", the configuration of the "Attachment" is rather 

complicated. A tractor can only be ordered with one optional attachment. A junior modeler planned to use 
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dynamic instantiation, and while seeking the advice of a senior modeler, was told that it was an 

inappropriate solution. The modeler is advised to avoid using dynamic instantiation. What is an INVALID 

justification to do so?  

 

A. Dynamic instantiation always slows down the performance of the overall configuration.  

 

B. The punch-in and punch-out into another Model could violate the UI design concept of the client.  

 

C. A sub-model punch-in and punch-out is more appropriate when there is only one "Attachment" to 

configure.  

 

D. Dynamic instantiation is not appropriate when there are many tightly coupled dependencies between 

"Tractor" and its "Attachment" that requires rules to share properties.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

4. A Model that is used to configure a notebook includes a section that is used to configure the installed 

Operating System (OS) and all the compatible accessories. Installing the OS and accessories is not 

mandatory, but it makes the Model run very slowly due to the complexity involved. What can a modeler do 

to alleviate the problem, and make the Model perform faster for users who don't need to configure OS and 

accessories?  

 

A. Use a sub-model for the OS and accessories' configurations.  

 

B. Make rules not fire for OS and accessories until after they are selected.  

 

C. Set ignore in quote flag to "1" for all OS and accessories' classes and items.  

 

D. Use a sub-model punch-in and punch-out for the OS and accessories' configurations.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

5. The prescribed practice of promoting a Model into Production is by taking the following path: 

Development -> QA -> Production. Why is this strategy always used?  

 

A. To save time.  

 

B. To help in database optimization.  

 

C. Models cannot be created in the Production directly.  
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D. To not introduce untested ad hoc Models into the Production environment.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

6. A modeler is working on reorganizing a Model into reusable components to improve maintainability. 

Review the original Model structure as follows:  

 

Assume all similarly named (disregard numbering) Option Classes behave exactly the same way. To 

achieve the maximum level of reusability, what are all the Option Classes that can be made into Option 

Class Groups and can immediately benefit from the reuse?  

 

A. Internet, Phone  

 

B. TV, Internet, Phone  

 

C. Account, Internet, Phone  

 

D. Secondary Account, Internet, Phone  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

7. A modeler has created the Model for a motorcycle and was about to start adding Option Classes for 

maintenance contracts when the modeler noticed that the Option Class Group "Opt_Class_Grp_Mnt" 

created and used for the maintenance contracts of cars is similar. A rule specific to calculating 

maintenance charges of cars is created on the Model Group and attached to the Option Class in the 

"Opt_Class_Grp_Mnt". It can potentially be reused by attaching it to an Option Class in the Model for 
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motorcycle. Assume that a generic rule for calculating maintenance charges of cars and motorcycles 

cannot be created. Which of the following approaches will ensure that the rules for cars are applied to the 

Model for cars, and the rules for motorcycles are applied to the Model for motorcycles?  

 

A. Make modifications to the rule definition in the Model Group.  

 

B. Define a rule with the same name in the Option Class under which the instance of Option Class Group 

is attached.  

 

C. Define a rule with the same name in the Model for motorcycles and attach it to the instance of Option 

Class Group.  

 

D. Do not reuse; create new Option Class Group and rules that are specific to motorcycles.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

8. A company would like the customers to make processor selection to display compatible sub-models 

with Configure, Copy, Remove and Add button. Which two of the following are the steps required to 

achieve this?  

 

A. Select the dynamic instantiation UI Control.  

 

B. Set up the product in the product catalogue as a dynamically-configurable product.  

 

C. Set the properties as follows: CONFIG: SUBMODEL NAME = path of the sub-model CONFIG: 

SUBMODEL RETURN = yes  

 

D. Set the properties as follows: CONFIG: SUBMODEL = relative path of the sub-model CONFIG: 

SUBMODEL RETURN = yes  

 

E. Set the properties as follows: CONFIG: DYNAMICMODEL = relative path of the sub-model CONFIG: 

DYNAMICMODEL RETURN = no  

 

Answer: A,C  

 

 

9. A modeler discovers that there is an Option Item Group in the root Model Group that exists for different 

logos which can be offered for printing on variety of articles. How can the modeler use this information to 

create a Model of a shirt?  

 

A. Attach the Option Item Group to an Option Class in the shirt Model.  
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B. Attach the Option Item Group to an Option Class Group in the shirt Model.  

 

C. Copy the Option Item Group to the Model Group containing the Model for shirt and attach it to a Option 

Class.  

 

D. Copy the Option Item Group to the Model Group containing the Model for shirt and attach it to the shirt 

Model.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

10. A Model, A_Notebook_1001 is created with Option Classes: microprocessor, memory, disc drive, 

monitor, and software. The modeler tries to reuse these components in another Model 

(A_Notebook_2001) by attaching Options Classes from A_Notebook_1001, and is unable to do so. What 

might be the reason behind this?  

 

A. The Attach button is unavailable for the Model.  

 

B. The Model was not saved and compiled to attach.  

 

C. There was no product associated to the Option Classes.  

 

D. These Option Classes were not created as Option Class Groups.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

11. A real estate company models its office floor as a Model with various utilities as the Model 

components. The customers need to be able to select the utilities required for their office (e.g.  

table-chairs, extension phones, desktops, etc.) and the quantity of each utility required. Only one 

configuration can be made for each utility, and the quantity for that particular configuration will be 

delivered. How should this be modeled?  

 

A. Multiple Models of the office floor should be created with possible combinations of Option Classes for 

utilities.  

 

B. Models should be created for each of the utilities and attached to the office floor Model as sub-models 

to the Option Classes.  

 

C. Models should be created for each of the utilities and attached to the office floor Model as punch-in 

punch-out sub-models to Option Items.  

 

D. Multiple Models of the office floor should be created with expansion rules defined at the Model level 
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